Keeping Your Test Systems Current

Knowing how and when to upgrade your test systems is critical to maintain efficiency.

AMI’s Support and Upgrades for test systems provide both the equipment and expert personnel to maintain high quality performance for years.

**Computer Upgrades**

As Microsoft rolls out new versions of Windows software, we recommend to upgrade your computer to the latest version every 3 years. Sometimes this will require a new personal computer and/or upgrading Microsoft or AMI Software, which will provide the latest drivers and prevent obsolete systems. Incremental performance improvements frequently occur when upgrading AMI software.

**AMI Annual Software Maintenance Contract**

This contract prevents unanticipated problems by providing new software as it becomes available with improvements/fixes that are made. AMI’s latest control software is automatically included once a year along with phone support for questions about software operation and online support via the internet.

**New Options and Full Upgrades**

Consider adding AMI’s new options and/or functions at any time. In some cases, this could require a significant upgrade of the whole system. Whatever level of support and upgrades you need, the objective is to keep your investment working efficiently consistently.
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